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For any knotted planar graph H in R3, there exist a planar graph G and its
regular projection G /R2 such that every diagram obtained from G contains a
subdiagram that represents H.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite graph. We denote the vertex set and the edge set of G
by V(G) and E(G), respectively. A cycle is a loop or a simple connected
graph which is homeomorphic to a circle. A path is a simple connected
graph which is homeomorphic to a closed line segment. A spatial embed-
ding of G is an embedding g: G  R3 of G into the three-dimensional
Euclidian space R3, and its image Gg= g(G) is called a spatial graph. If it
consists of a single cycle or a disjoint union of cycles, then it is called a
knot or a link. A graph is called planar if it has an embedding into R2.
A regular projection of a graph is its drawing on the plane whose multiple
points are only finitely many double points of edges. If we give ‘‘over’’ and
‘‘under’’ information at each double point to a regular projection of a
graph, then we obtain a spatial graph (near the plane) and we call it a
diagram of a spatial graph (Fig. 1.1). We note that every diagram in this
paper is obtained in this way. A diagram is useful for studying a spatial
graph.
Recently, there are many works on Ramsey-type theorems for spatial
graphs [47, 11]. These follow the celebrated paper of Conway and
Gordon [2]. They showed the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Conway and Gordon [2]). Every spatial embedding of
K7 contains a nontrivial knot.
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Figure 1.1
Starting with this theorem, Negami [5, 6] showed that every rectilinear
spatial embedding of Kn with sufficiently large positive integer n contains
a prescribed knot type, where a spatial graph is rectilinear if each of its
edges is a straight line segment. Here note that this theorem does not hold
for general spatial embeddings. For example, if one makes a local knot on
each edge of a spatial embedding of Kn , then any cycle in Kn will involve
a number of such local knots which restricts the knot types.
In this paper, we show a Ramsey-type theorem for a regular projection
of a planar graph. It is well known in knot theory that for any link
diagram, there exists a series of crossing changes which creates a diagram
of the unlink. In other words, for any regular projection of a disjoint union
of cycles, there exists a diagram of the unlink obtained from it by giving
over and under information to each double point (Fig. 1.2). This fact is
useful for calculating polynomial invariants for knots and links. However,
this is not true for planar graphs. In fact, Taniyama [10] showed the
following.
Proposition 1.2 (Taniyama [10]). There is a regular projection of a
planar graph such that every diagram obtained from it contains a diagram of
a Hopf link.
The planar graph shown in Fig. 1.3 is an example of this proposition and
Fig. 1.4 is a diagram obtained from the projection.
Then, we ask a question: Does there exist a regular projection of a planar
graph such that every diagram obtained from it contains a prescribed knot
type? Taniyama and the author, in [11], introduced the concept of inevita-
bility of spatial graphs and obtained a partial solution to this.
Figure 1.2
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Figure 1.3
Definition 1.1 [11]. Let H be a spatial graph. A regular projection of
a graph is called H-inevitable if every diagram obtained from it contains a
diagram of H.
Theorem 1.3 (Taniyama and Tsukamoto [11]). Let K be the (2,n)-torus
knot or link for an integer n (see Fig. 1.5). Then, there exists a K-inevitable
projection of a planar graph.
The following is our main theorem. Here note that knots and links are
spatial embeddings of planar graphs.
Theorem 1.4. Let H be a spatial embedding of a planar graph. Then,
there exists an H-inevitable projection of a planar graph.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we study braids
diagrammatically and define a normal form of a pure braid. In Section 3,
by using the result that any pure braid has a normal form, we define a
normal form of a diagram of a spatial embedding of a planar graph. In
Section 4, we prove the key lemma. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.4 by
using the lemma. We assume that every graph we consider is connected
from now on.
Figure 1.4
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2. A NORMAL FORM OF A PURE BRAID
We treat a braid as a diagram, and so definitions are slightly different
from the usual ones (cf. [1]).
Let p, q be real numbers with p>q. We call a braid diagram in
[0, 1]_[q, p] with n strands an n-braid of type ( p, q) if the end points of
every strand are on y= p and y=q. We simply call an n-braid of type
(1, 0) an n-braid. We say that two n-braids of type ( p, q) Bn and B$n are
equivalent if Bn is deformable to B$n by a finite sequence of Reidemeister
moves and an ambient isotopy rel. ([0, 1]_[q, p]) of R2. An n-braid is
called pure if it induces the trivial permutation in the symmetric group Sn .
A pure (n, i)-braid is a pure n-braid such that its strands ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;i&1 ,
;i+1 , ..., ;n are straight line segment and ;i crosses only ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;i&1 (see
Fig. 2.1 for an example).
We define the product of two n-braids of type ( p, q) Bn and B$n as follows.
We obtain the n-braid of type ( p, ( p+q)2) by compressing Bn . And put
that on the top of the n-braid of type (( p+q)2, q) obtained from B$ by
compressing B$n .
Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2
The following is already known (cf. [1, p. 149]) but here we give an
alternative proof to it. We call a pure n-braid deformed as follows a normal
form of a pure n-braid.
Proposition 2.1. Any pure n-braid can be deformed into a product of
pure (n, i)-braids (i=2, ..., n).
Proof. Let B be a pure n-braid. We call the strands ;1 , ..., ;n from the
left. We assume that its crossings have different y-coordinates. Let p be a
real number such that there is no crossing of ;n on the half plane yp. We
may assume that p=12. We show that we can deform B so that any cross-
ing of ;i and ;j (i{n{ j) occur in the half plane y12. When we move
these crossings through the upper crossing, there are 16 cases as described
in Fig. 2.2 to be considered. In each case, we can easily find such a defor-
mation as in Fig. 2.3, leaving the details to the reader. Therefore B is the
product of B$ and a pure (n, n)-braid, where B$ is a pure n-braid with
straight nth strand. By doing such a procedure inductively, we can com-
plete the proof. K
Figure 2.3
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3. A NORMAL FORM OF A SPATIAL EMBEDDING OF
A PLANAR GRAPH
Let G be a planar graph, and S a subgraph of G. Let f : G  S 2 be an
embedding, where S 2 is a 2-sphere in R3. For v # V(S) and e # E(S), we
take a disk neighborhood Dv of f (v) and a band neighborhood Be of f (e)
in S 2. Then (v # V(S) Dv) _ (e # E(S) Be) is called a diskband neighborhood
of f (S) and denoted by U( f, S) (Fig. 3.1). If S is a spanning tree of G, then
we call U( f, S) & f (G) an extended spanning tree of f (G). Here we also call
U( f, S) a diskband neighborhood of the extended spanning tree.
Moreover, let g: G  R3 be a spatial embedding. Then g b f &1(T ) is called
an extended spanning tree of g(G), where T is an extended spanning tree
of f (G) (Fig. 3.2).
Let T be an extended spanning tree of f (G), and U a diskband
neighborhood of T. A pair of T and U is called a basic rectangle of f (G)
if U coincides with the rectangle [0, 1]_[2, 3] and each point of T & U
is on the line y=2. Then f (G) is called a trivial pure plat representation of
G of type 0 if it has a basic rectangle, f (G) & ([0, 1]_[0, 2]) consists of
vertical straight lines and f (G)" f (G) & ([0, 1]_[0, 3]) is under the x-axis
(Fig. 3.3).
Let f (G) be a trivial pure plat representation of G of type 0. For positive
integers d1 , ..., dn , we define a trivial pure plat representation of G of type
(d1 , ..., dn) as follows, where 2n=|T & U|. Let l1 , ..., l2n be the vertical lines
of f (G) in [0, 1]_[0, 2]. Let e1 , ..., en be the edges of G, where at least one
of the two points in ei & [ y=2] is on the left of ej & [ y=2]. We assume
that lj and lk ( j<k) are subarcs of ei . Then, delete the subarc of ei under
the x-axis. Put 2di vertical straight lines of length 1 between lj and lj+1 in
0 y1. Connect lj , these vertical lines and lk with arcs in y<0 or in
[0, 1]_[1, 2] alternately from the left so that we obtain an embedding of
the edge ei . Apply such a deformation to the edges e1 , ..., en (Fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.1
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A diagram P of a spatial embedding of a planar graph is called a pure
plat representation if there exists a trivial pure plat representation T of type
(d1 , ..., dn) and a pure m-braid B (m=2n+2d1+ } } } +2dn) such that P is
obtained from T by replacing [0, 1]_[0, 1] with B. We remark here that a
pure plat representation of a spatial graph is homotopic to a trivial pure plat
representation. Thus pure plat representions are defined only for planar graphs.
Then we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Any spatial embedding of any planar graph has a pure
plat representation.
Proof. Let G be a planar graph, f: G  S2 an embedding and g: G  R3
a spatial embedding. Specify a spanning tree of G, and take an extended
spanning tree of g(G) and a basic rectangle of f (G) from it which we denote
by T and R, respectively. Shrinking T so as to be in a neighborhood of a
vertex for g(G), we can make T have no crossings (Fig. 3.5). Using an
Figure 3.5
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ambient isotopy, we make T coincide with an extended spanning tree in R,
and g(G)&T be under the line y=2. Let e1 , ..., en be the edges not con-
tained in the spanning tree of G so that ei has a left-more intersection with
y=2 than those of ej (i< j). Let d i0 be the left-most intersection of ei and
y=2. Label, from d i0 , all local minimal and maximal points of ei in g(G)
by d i1 , ..., d
i
2d(i)&1 , and label the right-most intersection of ei and y=2 by
d i2d(i) . Modify ei so that local maximal points d
i
2 , d
i
4 , ..., d
i
2d(i)&2 may be on
y=2 near the right of d i0 and ei always clockwise touch y=2 (Fig. 3.6).
Then, modify ei so that the local minimal point d ij may be on y=&1 and
have its x coordinate between those of d ij&1 and d
i
j+1 , and then ei clock-
wise touch y=&1 (i=1, 3, ..., 2d(i)&1).
If there is an edge which has intersections with y=2 betweeen those
of ei , then modify the subarc in under the x-axis which contains d i2d(i)&1
so that x coordinates of these intersections may be between those of the
subarc and x-axis (Fig. 3.7).
By an ambient isotopic modification, we make the braid part in I_I.
Thus we obtain a pure plat representation of g(G). K
Now, since a part in (0, 1)_(0, 1) of the pure plat representation of g(G)
is a pure braid, it has a normal form (Proposition 2.1). Thus, we call the
representation of g(G) with its braid part deformed into a normal form, a
normal form of g(G).
Figure 3.7
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4. ON INEVITABILITY OF PURE (n, n)-BRAIDS
In this section, we show the key lemma. At the beginning, we show a
special case.
Lemma 4.1. Given a pure (n, n)-braid B, there is a planar graph G with
[a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn]/V(G) satisfying the following conditions:
1. There is an embedding f: G  [0, 1]_[0, 1]/R2 such that f (ak)=
(k(n+1), 1) and f (bk)=(k(n+1), 0) (k=1, ..., n).
2. There is a continuous map g: G  [0, 1]_[0, 1]/R2 which induces a
regular projection of G such that:
(a) g(ak)= f (ak) and g(bk)= f (bk) (k=1, ..., n) and
(b) for any diagram G obtained from g(G), there is a subdiagram
S /G such that S is equivalent to B.
Proof. Let B be a pure (n, n)-braid. First we construct G, f and g so
that they satisfy conditions 1 and 2(a). Second, we show that they also
satisfy condition 2(b).
For a pair of an even number p and an odd number q, we define a planar
graph Gp, q which has an embedding f $: Gp, q  (0, 1)_(0, 1)/R2 as
follows. Put p cycles vi1 v
i
2 } } } v
i
2q (i=1, ..., p) concentrically. Then identify
vij with v
i+1
j if i and j have different parities (i=1, ..., p&1, j=1, ..., 2q) (see
Fig. 4.1 for an example). Thus |V(Gp, q)|=( p+1) q and |E(Gp, q)|=2pq.
Here we put p+1 auxiliary concentric circles s$0 , s$1 , ..., s$p and q auxiliary
radial straight lines l $1 , l $2 , ..., l $q in (0, 1)_(0, 1) as Fig. 4.2. We denote
by cij the unique vertex at intersection of s$i and l $j from now on
(i=0, ..., p, j=1, ..., q).
Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2
Let d be the number of crossings in B, and put M=2n(n+d ) and
N=4n&1. We define the graph G as a planar graph which contains GM, N
as its subgraph and satisfies the following three conditions (see Fig. 4.3 for
an example):
1. V(G)=[a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn] _ V(GM, N),
2. E(G)=[bnc02 , ..., bkc
0
2(n+1&k) , ..., b1c
0
2n , an c
0
2n+1, a1c
0
2(n+1) , ...,
akc02(n+k) , ..., an&1c
0
2(2n&1)] _ E(GM, N),
3. There is an embedding f: G  [0, 1]_[0, 1]/R2 such that:
(a) f |GM, N= f $,
(b) f (ak)=(k(n+1), 1) and f (bk)=(k(n+1), 0) (k=1, ..., n).
Note that |V(G)|=(2n(n+d)+1)(4n&1)+2n and |E(G)|=2_2n(n+d )
(4n&1)+2n. These G and f are the desired planar graph and its embedding.
Now we give a regular projection g$(Gp, q) as the image of f $(Gp, q) under
the two-fold branched covering map of R2 branched over the center of con-
centric circles, where g$: Gp, q  (0, 1)_(0, 1) is a continuous map (see
Fig. 4.4 for an example). More concretely, we constract g$(Gp, q) as follows.
Put, in (0, 1)_(0, 1), p+1 auxiliary concentric circles s0 , s1 , ..., sp and q
auxiliary radial half lines l1 , l2 , ..., lq ends on the center of si (Fig. 4.5). Put
the vertex cij on the intersection of si and lj (i=0, ..., p, j=1, ..., q). Connect
cij and c
i+1
j+1 and connect c
i
j and c
i+1
j&1 , where i{ p and the subscript j is con-
sidered modulo q.
Using g$ and g$(GM, N), we define a continuous map g: G  [0, 1]_
[0, 1]/R2 which induces a regular projection of G and satisfies the
following six conditions (see Fig. 4.6 for an example).
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1. g|GM, N= g$
2. g(ak)=(k(n+1), 1) and g(bk)=(k(n+1), 0) (k=1, ..., n)
3. For any edge e # E(G), g(e) is an embedded arc.
4. g(bk c02(n+1&k)) has no intersections (k=1, ..., n).
5. g(ak c02(n+k)) has an exactly one intersection with g(anc
0
2n+1) (k=
1, ..., n&1).
6. g(an c02n+1) has exactly n&1 intersections with g(akc
0
2(n+k)) (k=1, ...,
n&1).
Since it is clear that G is a planar graph which satisfies conditions 1 and
2(a) of the lemma, it is sufficient to show that we can find a subdiagram
satisfying condition 2(b) of the lemma in any diagram obtained from g(G).
Here Fig. 4.7 shows a figure obtained from g(G) by cutting along a half-
line l1 . We use it to show the existence of the subdiagram as above. If we
identify the left end and the right end in that figure, then we obtain
g(GM, N). The subscript j of cij is considered modulo 4n&1. Now we will
find a subdiagram S satisfying condition 2(b).
Let G be a diagram obtained from g(G). We take a subdiagram of G
which is equivalent to B as follows: In Step 0, we take 2n paths which will
be expanded step by step. In Steps 1 and 2, we expand the paths eliminat-
ing the crossings which they have. In Steps 3 and 4, we further expand
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them so that we realize the crossings of B. In Step 5, we make them n paths
which is the desired n-braid.
Step 0. We define 2n paths Q01 , ..., Q
0
n , R
0
1 , ..., R
0
n in G as follows:
Q0k=bk c
0
2(n+1&k) (k=1, ..., n),
R0k=ak c
0
2(n+k) (k=1, ..., n&1),
R0n=an c
0
2n+1.
We denote by Qij (resp. R
i
j) a path with its end points at bj (resp. aj) and
ci
*
. Then we call bj and aj fixed end points and call ci* a nonfixed end point.
We simply denote by Qj (resp. Rj) a path with its fixed end point at bj
(resp. aj). We denote by EQR(i) the ordered set of the nonfixed end points
of (2n&1) paths Qin , ..., Q
i
1 , R
i
1 , ..., R
i
n&1. We say that EQR(i) is in a good
position if EQR(i)=[cit , c
i
t+2 , ..., c
i
t+2(2n&3) , c
i
t+2(2n&2)] for some t, that is,
they are every other vertices on the circle si in this order. Here, we note
that R0n crosses R
0
n&1 , R
0
n&2 , ..., R
0
1 individually exactly once in this order
from its fixed end point and that EQR(0) is in a good position.
Step 1. We assume that R0n is over R
0
1 at the crossing point in G .
Then, we denote by X the crossing point of edges c2n&12 c
2n
3 and c
2n&1
3 c
2n
2
and take 2n paths according to the following two cases. Here, note that the
nonfixed end point of R01 is c
0
2(n+1) , c
2n&1
2 =c
2n&1
4n+1=c
0+(2n&1)
2(n+1)+(2n&1) , and
c2n&13 =c
0+(2n&1)
2(n+1)&(2n&1) .
Case 1.1. If the edge c2n&13 c
2n
2 is over c
2n&1
2 c
2n
3 at X, then we take 2n
paths as follows (see the leftside of Fig. 4.8), where ,(k)=2(n+1&k) and
(k)=2(n+k):
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Q2nk =Q
0
k _ c
0
,(k)c
1
,(k)+1 } } } c
2n&1
,(k)+(2n&1)c
2n
,(k)+2n (k=1, ..., n),
R2nk =R
0
k _ c
0
(k)c
1
(k)+1 } } } c
2n&1
(k)+(2n&1) c
2n
(k)+2n (k=1, ..., n&1),
R2nn =R
0
n _ c
0
2n+1c
1
2n+2c
2
2n+3 } } } c
2n&1
1 c
2n
2 c
2n&1
3 c
2n
4 .
Case 1.2. If the edge c2n&12 c
2n
3 is over c
2n&1
3 c
2n
2 at X, then we take 2n
paths as follows (see the rightside of Fig. 4.8), where ,(k) and (k) are the
same as above:
Q2nk =Q
0
k _ c
0
,(k)c
1
,(k)&1 } } } c
2n&1
,(k)&(2n&1) c
2n
,(k)&2n (k=1, ..., n),
R2nk =R
0
k _ c
0
(k)c
1
(k)&1 } } } c
2n&1
(k)&(2n&1) c
2n
(k)&2n (k=1, ..., n&1),
R2nn =R
0
n _ c
0
2n+1c
1
2nc
2
2n&1 } } } c
2n&2
3 c
2n&1
2 c
2n
3 .
In both cases, it is clear by constructions that EQR(2n) is in a good posi-
tion and that we can eliminate crossings of R2n1 and R
2n
n . We can similarly
treat the case that R01 is over R
0
n . Thus, we obtain the following claim.
Claim 1. Suppose that EQR(i) is in a good position and that the non-
fixed end points of Rin and R
i
j are c
i
t and c
i
t+1, respectively, for some t.
Let .(x)=x+2n. Then, we can take 2n paths in G , Q.(i)1 , ..., Q
.(i)
n ,
R.(i)1 , ..., R
.(i)
n such that:
1. Q.(i)k #Qik and R.(i)k #Rik (k=1, ..., n),
2. EQR(.(i)) is in a good position, and
3. nk=1 (Q
.(i)
k _ R
.(i)
k ) has one more crossings than 
n
k=1 (Q
i
k _ R
i
k)
does. Moreover, the only crossing point is of Rn and Rj and we can specify
whether Rn is over Rj at the crossing point or not.
Step 2. By using Claim 1, we can eliminate crossings of R0n and
R02 , R
0
3 , ..., R
0
n&1 by turns in this order as Step 1. Then, we take 2n
paths Q’(n)1 , ..., Q
’(n)
n , R
’(n)
1 , ..., R
’(n)
n such that (
n
k=1 (Q
’(n)
k _ R
’(n)
k )) _
G 2n(d+1)+1, 4n&1/G is ambient isotopic rel. ([0, 1]_[0, 1]_R) to a
graph illustrated in Fig. 4.9, where ’(n)=2n(n&1) and G 2n(d+1)+1, 4n&1 is
Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.9
the subdiagram of G which is the part inside S’(n) of G . Moreover,
EQR(’(n)) is in a good position, and nonfixed end points of R’(n)n&1 and
R’(n)n are c
’(n)
t&1 and c
’(n)
t , respectively, for some t. Thus, EQR(’(n))=
[c’(n)t&4n+3 , c
’(n)
t&4n+5 , ..., c
’(n)
t&3 , c
’(n)
t&1].
Step 3. Let ;1 , ..., ;n be strands of our n-braid B from the left. Remark
that every crossing in B consists of ;n and ;k(1kn&1). We can
assume that all crossings have different y-coordinates. Thus let x1 , x2 , ..., xd
be crossings in B, where xi has lower x-coordinate than xi&1.
Here we consider a crossing x1. It consists of ;n and ;n&1. We assume that
;n is over ;n&1 at x1 . Then, we denote by Y the crossing point of edges
c2n2&1t+2(n&1) c
2n2
t+2n&1 and c
2n2&1
t+2n&1c
2n2
t+2(n&1) , where t is the integer at Step 2.
Note that c2n2&1t+2(n&1)=c
2n(n&1)+(2n&1)
(t&1)+(2n&1) . We also take 2n paths according to
the following two cases.
Case 3.1. If the edge c2n2&1t+2(n&1) c
2n2
t+2n&1 is over c
2n2&1
t+2n&1c
2n2
t+2(n&1) at Y,
then we take 2n paths as follows (see the leftside of Fig. 4.10), where ’(n)=
2n(n&1), ,(k)=t&4n+3&2(k&1) and (k)=t&2n+3+2(k&1):
Q2n2k =Q
’(n)
k _ c
’(n)
,(k) c
’(n)+1
,(k)&1 } } } c
’(n)+(2n&1)
,(k)&(2n&1) c
’(n)+2n
,(k)&2n (k=1, ..., n),
R2n2k =R
’(n)
k _ c
’(n)
(k) c
’(n)+1
(k)&1 } } } c
’(n)+(2n&1)
(k)&(2n&1)c
’(n)+2n
(k)&2n (k=1, ..., n&1),
R2n2n =R
’(n)
n _ c
’(n)
t c
’(n)+1
t&1 } } } c
2n2&1
t&(2n&1)c
2n2
t&2nc
2n2&1
t&(2n+1) c
2n2
t&2(n+1) .
Case 3.2. If the edge c2n2&1t+2n&1c
2n2
t+2(n&1) is over c
2n2&1
t+2(n&1)c
2n2
t+2n&1 at Y,
then we take 2n paths as follows (see the rightside of Fig. 4.10), where ’(n),
,(k), and (k) are the same as above:
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Figure 4.10
Q2n2k =Q
’(n)
k _ c
’(n)
,(k) c
’(n)+1
,(k)+1 } } } c
’(n)+(2n&1)
,(k)+(2n&1) c
’(n)+2n
,(k)+2n
(k=1, ..., n),
R2n2k =R
’(n)
k _ c
’(n)
(k) c
’(n)+1
(k)+1 } } } c
’(n)+(2n&1)
(k)+(2n&1) c
’(n)+2n
(k)+2n
(k=1, ..., n&1),
R2n2n =R
’(n)
n _ c
’(n)
t c
’(n)+1
t+1 } } } c
2n2&2
t+2(n&1)c
2n2&1
t+(2n&1) c
2n2
t+2(n&1) .
In both cases, we take only one crossing point and EQR(2n2) is in a
good position. We can similarly treat the case that ;n&1 is over ;n at x1 .
Thus, we obtain the following claim.
Claim 2. Suppose that EQR(i) is in a good position and the non-
fixed end points of Rin and R
i
j are c
i
t and c
i
t&1 , respectively, for some t.
Let .(x)=x+2n. Then, we can take 2n paths in G , Q.(i)1 , ..., Q
.(i)
n ,
R.(i)1 , ..., R
.(i)
n such that:
1. Q.(i)k #Qik and R.(i)k #Rik (k=1, ..., n),
2. EQR(.(i)) is in a good position, and
3. nk=1 (Q
.(i)
k _ R
.(i)
k ) has one more crossing than 
n
k=1 (Q
i
k _ R
i
k).
Moreover, the only crossing point is of Rn and Rj , and we can specify
whether Rn is over Rj at the crossing or not.
Step 4. We assume that we have chosen crossings x1 , ..., xk . If xk con-
sists of strands ;n and ;j , then xk+1 consists of ;n and ;j+1 or ;j and ;j&1
since B is a pure (n, n)-braid. In both cases, we can also choose a crossing
xk+1 by using Claim 1 or 2. Thus, we can choose all crossings in B.
Step 5. Now, EQR(N ) is in a good position, and nonfixed end points
of RNn&1 and R
N
n are c
N
t$&1 and c
N
t$ for some t$, respectively, where
N=2n(d+n&1). Thus, EQR(N )=[cNt$&4n+3 , c
N
t$&4n+5 , ..., c
N
t$&3 , c
N
t$&1].
Then, we take a subdiagram S =nk=1Pk in G as follows, where
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,(k)=t$&4n+3+2(n&1)+2k=t$&2n+2k+1. Note that cN,(k)&4k+2=
cNt$&2n&2k+3=c
N
t$&4n+3+2(n&k) is the nonfixed end point of Q
N
k :
Pk=RNk _ c
N
,(k) c
N+1
,(k)&1 } } } c
N+(2k&3)
,(k)&(2k&3) c
N+(2k&2)
,(k)&(2k&2)c
N+(2k&1)
,(k)&(2k&1) c
N+(2k&1)&1
,(k)&(2k&1)&1
} cN+(2k&1)&2,(k)&(2k&1)&2 } } } c
N+(2k&1)&(2k&2)
,(k)&(2k&1)&(2k&2)c
N
,(k)&4k+2 _ Q
N
k
(k=1, ..., n&1)
Pn=RNn _ c
N
t$ c
N+1
t$+1 c
N
t$+2 _ Q
N
n .
In this step, we take no crossings. It is clear that the resulting S satisfies
the condition 2(b) of the lemma. Therefore we complete the proof. K
Now, we prove the key lemma using Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2.. Given a pure (n, s)-braid B of type ( p, q), there is a planar
graph G with [a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn]/V(G) satisfying the following condi-
tions:
1. There is an embedding f : G  [0, 1]_[q, p]/R2 such that f (ak)=
(k(n+1), p) and f (bk)=(k(n+1), q) (k=1, ..., n).
2. There is a continuous map g: G  [0, 1]_[q, p]/R2 which induces
a regular projection of G such that:
(a) g(ak)= f (ak) and g(bk)= f (bk) (k=1, ..., n) and
(b) for any diagram G obtained from g(G), there is a subdiagram
S /G of it such that S is equivalent to B.
Proof. Let Gp, q , f $, cij be as the proof of Lemma 4.1, except that
f $: Gp, q  I_[q, p]. Let d be the number of crossings in B. We define a
graph G as a planar graph which contains G2s(s+d ), 4s&1 as its subgraph and
satisfies the following three conditions (see Fig. 4.11):
Figure 4.11
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1. V(G)=[a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn] _ V(G2s(s+d ), 4s&1),
2. E(G)=[bsc02 , ..., bkc
0
2(s+1&k) , ..., b1c
0
2s , asc
0
2s+1 , a1c
0
2s+2, ..., akc
0
2(s+k) , ...,
as&1 c02(2s&1) , as+1 bs+1 , as+2bs+2 , ..., an bn] _ E(G2s(s+d ), 4s&1),
3. There is an embedding f: G  I_[q, p]/R2 such that:
(a) f |G2s(s+d), 4s&1= f $,
(b) f (ak)=(k(n+1), p) and f (bk)=(k(n+1), q) (k=1, ..., s),
Then, it is clear from Lemma 4.1 that G is a planar graph satisfying condi-
tions of the lemma. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We deform H into a normal form and denote it
again by H. Let n be the number of strands of the braid part of H. We can
assume that each pure (n, i)-braid is of type ( p(i), q(i)) (2in), where
p(i)=(n&i+1)(n&1) and q(i)=(n&i)(n&1). For each pure (n, i)-
braid Bi of type ( p(i), q(i)) in H, there is a planar graph Gi with
[ai1 , ..., a
i
n , b
i
1 , ..., b
i
n]/V(Gi) satisfying the following conditions from
Lemma 4.2:
1. There is an embedding fi : Gi  I_[q(i), p(i)]/R2 such that
fi (aik)=(k(n+1), p(i)) and fi (b
i
k)=(k(n+1), q(i)) (k=1, ..., n).
2. There is a continuous map gi : Gi  I_[q(i), p(i)]/R2 which
induces a regular projection of Gi such that:
(a) gi (aik)= fi (a
i
k) and gi (b
i
k)= fi (b
i
k) (k=1, ..., n),
(b) For any diagram G i obtained from g(Gi), there is a subdiagram
S i/G such that S i is equivalent to Bi .
Figure 5.1
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Let J be the pure braid part of H on I_I, and let T be the spanning
tree in the basic rectangle of H. Then, we define a graph G as a planar
graph such that there is an embedding f: G  R2 such that f (G)=
(ni=2 fi (Gi)) _ (H&J ) (see Fig. 5.1). Note that |V(G)|=
n
i=2 |V(Gi)|&
n(n&2)+|V(T )|, and |E(G)|=ni=2 |E(Gi)|+|E(T )|+n2+2 |E(H )&
E(T )|+(n&2 |E(H )&E(T )| )2. Then, it is clear that G has an
H-inevitable projection. K
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